
STEP-BY-STEPS
1.  Beginning in the front left segment, take a diagonal back section and cut above the knuckles at a 

low elevation using a razor.  
2.  Take the next diagonal section mirroring the first and overdirect forward toward the face. Cut the 

guide, leaving more length towards the ends. Continue this technique until the section is 
complete. 

3.  Move to the guest’s right side and take a diagonal back section. Replicate the same technique 
used on the left side—overdirecting each section forward and cutting outside the knuckles. 

4.  Continue to the back bottom segment and take a vertical section in the center. Elevate the hair 
up 90 degrees and razor-cut a square, flat layer. 

•  Tip: To maintain elevation and a consistent flat layer, re-comb the section as you cut 
from top to bottom. 

5.  Moving to the left, continue to take vertical sections, overdirecting straight back, and cut flat 
layers using the razor. Continue this on both sides—being conscious of overdirection, elevation 
and hand positioning with the razor. 

6.  Release clips on the top back segments and take a vertical section down the center back. 
Elevate 90 degrees and, beginning in the bottom of this section, create a new guide using 
scissors. As you cut this section, be sure to follow the round of the head. 

7.  Take your next vertical section to the right and overdirect straight back. Cut to the 
guide from the previously cut section and maintain consistent elevation.  

•  Tip: As you complete this segment, be sure to overdirect each section 
straight back. 

8.  Once the right side is complete, move to the left side of this back segment. Take 
vertical sections, overdirect straight back, and cut to the guide using your scissors. 
Continue until segment is complete. 

9.  Release the clip on the top segment and take a ½-inch horizontal section from the 
apex to the front hairline. Obtain a guide from the crown and while overdirecting 
slightly back, cut a short-to-long line from the guide to the hairline. 

10.  Moving to the left, take half of the previously cut section as your guide and 
overdirect toward the guide. Elevate 90 degrees and cut another short-to-long line. 
Continue this technique until the left side is complete.  

11.  On the right side, obtain a guide from the center and replicate the same technique 
used on the left. 

•  Tip: Body positioning will remain the same to make the short-to-long 
cutting angle easier and more consistent. 

12.  Create a triangular section in the front and, using the razor, cut a fringe. 
 

	  

HAIRCUT  Lucas Doney 
MODEL  Elvi 
 
PRODUCTS USED  
Neon™ Sugar Cleanse 
Neon™ Sugar Rinse 
Neon Sugar Twist™ 
	  

TOOLS USED
Razor 
Neuro® Dry 

	  




